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I.

Introduction

Outdoor advertising displays, including billboards, have been in existence for decades.
There are an estimated 450,000 billboards faces in the United States. Outdoor advertising
displays are currently regulated by federal, state and local acts, codes and ordinances. In
the early years, billboards were installed without regulation. The resulting concern over
safety/driver distraction and visual blight caused the public to demand controls. The first
State Outdoor Advertising Act was enacted in 1933.
In 1965, the Federal Highway Beautification Act (HBA) was passed. The HBA declares that
“outdoor advertising displays in areas adjacent to the freeway should be controlled in
order to protect the public investment, to promote the safety and recreational value of
public travel, and to preserve natural beauty.” It also states, “Federal Aid Funds for any
State which has not made provision for effective control of outdoor advertising shall be
reduced by 10% …”
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) controls outdoor advertising
displays (billboards) which are visible from our highways. Caltrans is required to control
these advertising displays pursuant to the following regulations:
• 1965: Federal Highway Beautification Act
– Required states to control billboards or risk losing 10% Federal Funds
• 1967: CA Outdoor Advertising Act
– Included landscape restriction not required by the Highway Beautification Act. California
is the only state with landscaped freeway restrictions.
• 1978: CA Outdoor Advertising Regulations
– Business and Professions Code, Division 3, Chapter 2, Sections 2500-2513 apply to landscaped freeways.
(source: Caltrans http://dot.ca.gov/hq/oda/)
The County of San Diego began regulating “Off-Premise Signs” (including billboards) in the
Zoning Ordinance in 1973. The intent of the ordinance is that the “regulations impose
reasonable standards on the number, size, height and location of off-premise signs, and
sign structures and facilitate the removal or replacement of nonessential off-premise
signing, in order to prevent and relieve needless distraction and aesthetic clutter resulting
from excessive and confusing sign displays; to promote traffic safety; to safeguard and
enhance property values; and to promote the public safety and general welfare. It is
further intended that these regulations provide one of the tools essential to the
preservation and enhancement of the environment, thereby protecting an important aspect
of the economy of the county which is instrumental in attracting those who come to visit,
vacation and trade. In communities subject to community design review, scenic and/or
historic preservation programs, these sign regulations are intended to enhance such
programs. The provisions contained within these sections have been determined to be the
least burdensome that will satisfy the intended purposes of the Off-Premise Sign
Regulations.” In addition, lighting of Off-Premise Signs is regulated by the County’s Light
Pollution Code. The purpose of this code is “to minimize light pollution to allow citizens of
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the county to view and enjoy the night environment and to protect the Palomar and Mount
Laguna observatories from the detrimental effect that light pollution has on astronomical
research.”
Unlike traditional billboards, digital billboards (which are also known as Commercial
Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) and Off–Premise Message Center Displays) do
not use paper or vinyl printed advertisements mounted on a billboard face. Instead,
“digital technology produces static images which are changed via computer (typically every
six or eight seconds), providing a non-manual way to change billboard “copy.” Digital
billboards do not scroll, flash, or feature motion pictures. Advertisers can change their
messages quickly, including multiple times in one day… Print and broadcast news media
use digital billboards to deliver headlines, weather updates, and programming information.
Law enforcement and other public safety officials use digital billboards to reach mass
audiences quickly. The image of a missing person or emergency information can be
displayed in minutes.” (source: Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA))
Staff has been directed to explore the use of digital LED billboards in the unincorporated
county. As directed, staff has worked with local billboard operators, local community
planning/sponsor groups and other interested parties to investigate options that would
change the County’s sign ordinance to allow the conversion of traditional billboards to
digital LED billboards throughout the unincorporated areas of San Diego County. Any
revised options were required to include the prohibition of animation and not allow an
increase in the number of billboards that already exist; to include an appropriate
conversion ratio of existing traditional billboards with digital billboard and to address
impacts such as light pollution and driver safety. Proposed options are contained in section
VI below.

II.

Current Codes and Regulations

Within the unincorporated area of the county, billboards are considered “Off-Premise
Signs”. These signs are regulated by the Zoning Ordinance and all lighting that may be
associated with these signs is regulated by the Light Pollution Code. The following is a
summary of those regulations:

Zoning Ordinance: Sec. 6200, Off-Premise Signs
An Administrative Permit is currently required to permit any off-premise sign.


Permitted Zones- Currently, Off-Premise Signs (including billboards) are only
allowed in C37, C38, M54 & M58 zones, in areas not subject to Community
Design Review Area, Scenic Area, or Historic/Archaeological Landmark and
District Area Regulations. They must also be 300 feet from any residential zone
with frontage on the same street.



Sign Area- Current ordinance limits signs to 300 square feet.



Sign Height- Current ordinance limits signs and sign structures to 25 feet.
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Spacing- Current ordinance requires a minimum of 500 feet between signs.



Lighting- Current ordinance does not allow any light bulb, tube, filament or
similar source of illumination to be visible beyond the property line. It also
prohibits intermittent or variable intensity lighting.



Maintenance of Nonconforming Signs- Current code limits maintenance to very
minor repairs. No expansion or reconstruction of signs is permitted.

County Code: Title 5, Division 1, Chapter 2- Light Pollution


Zone A-Lamps above 4050 Lumens prohibited.



Zone B-Lamps must be fully shielded.



Hours of Operation- Current code requires lighting on billboards to be turned off
between midnight and sunrise.

Caltrans Outdoor Advertising Permit Requirements
In addition to local permit requirements, a permit is also required from Caltrans for
any outdoor advertising display which is visible from an Interstate or primary
highway. In order for an outdoor advertising display application to be considered
for a permit adjacent to an Interstate or primary highway the following criteria must
be met:
Display Location
 Must be outside the right of way of any highway.
 Must be outside of any stream, or drainage channel.
 There must be an existing business activity within 1000 feet of proposed display
location on either side of the highway.
 Location of property where display is to be placed must be zoned industrial or
commercial.
 Must have current property owner consent, in writing, to place the display at
desired location.
 Must have written permission (building permit) from the local government
having jurisdiction where the display is to be located.
 Location may not be adjacent to a landscaped section of a freeway. *
 Location may not be adjacent to a scenic highway. **
(San Diego: Hwy 78 from west boundary of Anza Borrego Desert State Park
to east boundary; Hwy 125 from State Route 94 near Spring Valley to
Interstate 8 near La Mesa)
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If adjacent to a Bonus*** segment of an Interstate freeway, copy, size, and
spacing is more restrictive.
Display
 Display must be 500 feet from any other permitted display on same side of any
highway that is a freeway.
 Display must be 300 feet from any other permitted display on same side of any
primary highway that is not a freeway in an unincorporated area.
 Display must be 100 feet from any other permitted display on same side of any
primary highway that is not a freeway and is within the limits of an incorporated
city.
 Display must be 500 feet from an interchange; intersection at grade or safety
roadside rest if the highway is a freeway and the location is outside the limits of
an incorporated city and outside the limits of an urban area.
 An electronic changeable message center display must meet the above spacing
requirements and be 1000 feet from another electronic message center display.
 Maximum height for the advertising display area is, 25 feet in height and 60 feet
in length, not to exceed an overall maximum of 1200 square feet.
*
Landscaped freeway is a section of a freeway which is now, or hereafter may be, improved
by the planting at least on one side of the freeway right-of-way of lawns, trees, shrubs, flowers or
other ornamental vegetation which shall require reasonable maintenance.
**
Scenic highway is a section of a highway that has been officially designated and maintained
scenic pursuant Section 260, 261, 262, and 262.5 of the Streets and Highways Code or as referred to
in Section 131(s) of Title 23 of United States Code.
***
Bonus segment is any portion of an Interstate freeway which is constructed upon any part of
right of way, the entire width of which was acquired for right of way subsequent to July 1, 1956,
except those segments of the Interstate system that traverse commercial or industrial zones within
the boundaries of incorporated municipalities, as such boundaries existed on September 21, 1959, or
other areas where the land use, as of September 21, 1959 was clearly established by State law as
industrial or commercial.

Note: There may be existing advertising displays (billboards) which do not comply with
these regulations. A "Nonconforming advertising display" is allowed to remain pursuant
to the regulations contained in Business and Professions Code, Section 5200 et seq.
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/oda/download/ODA_Act_&_Regulations.pdf

Constitutional Constraints
With few exceptions, the County cannot regulate the content of speech on
authorized sign types. The County can, however, regulate the time, place and
manner (size, height, etc.) in which signs are allowed.
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Permitted Locations for Billboards under Current Ordinance
Based on the existing zoning of properties within the unincorporated county, staff
has determined that there are approximately 153 parcels that may allow for OffPremise Signs under the current ordinance.

These locations are in the Borrego Springs, Jamul-Dulzura, Julian, Lake Morena-Campo,
Lakeside, San Dieguito, Spring Valley and Valle de Oro Community Planning/Sponsor Group
Areas. None of the parcels are located in Zone A of the Dark Skies area.

Existing Billboard Inventory
Staff requested information from the three large billboard companies in San Diego County
regarding the location of existing billboards within the unincorporated area. In addition,
staff reviewed the Caltrans Outdoor Advertising Permit information to determine
additional billboard locations owned by other companies or individuals. It is likely some
existing billboards within the unincorporated county have not been accounted for in this
inventory.
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Existing Billboard Inventory by Community

Alpine
Bonsall
Borrego
Boulevard
Fallbrook
Jacumba
Julian
Lakeside
NC Metro
Rainbow
Ramona
San Dieguito
Spring Valley
Valle de Oro
Valley Center
CP Area Unknown

Lamar
1
2

Clear
Channel

CBS
2

Other*
1
11
1

1
2
6

6

15

16

1
4
1
5
7
2
3
1

2
8

2
6

Total
3
3
11
2
8
6
1
35
1
5
7
4
2
17
1

2
2
40
30
21
17
108
* There may be additional billboards not counted

It is estimated that there are at least 108 billboards in the unincorporated area of the
county. The billboard companies have indicated that they would be interested in
converting 13 of the existing billboards to digital technology.
Lamar:
Clear Channel:
CBS:

8 of 40 billboards
3 of 30 billboards
2 of 21 billboards

Staff conducted a “windshield survey” of existing billboards along numerous highways
within the county. A number of billboards are in the outermost areas of the county
approaching the Imperial and Riverside County lines; however the likely candidates for
conversion to digital billboards would be along the busier stretches of highway or highway
interchanges with higher traffic volumes.
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Traditional Billboards
Bulletin: 14 ft. H x 48 ft. W (672 s.f.)

Poster: 12 ft. H x 24 ft. W (288 s.f.)

Valle de Oro

Spring Valley
spring Val

Lakeside

Fallbrook

Lakeside

Alpine

Lakeside

Ramona
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Lakeside

Lakeside

Digital Billboards
Daylight
Evening

III.

What other jurisdictions are doing

Staff has reviewed ordinances and spoken to staff from other jurisdictions within California
and across the US (see Table 1). Although many jurisdictions have not amended their
ordinances to allow digital billboards, there are jurisdictions which allow conversion of
traditional billboards to digital billboards, usually with a requirement that a specified
number of billboards be removed in exchange for allowing one digital billboard. Some
jurisdictions which did not have regulations prohibiting digital billboards have amended
their ordinances to limit or prohibit the installation of any additional digital billboards
within their communities.
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Table 1: DIGITAL BILLBOARDS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS
County
Digital
Exception
Criteria
Allowed?
Alameda
NO
Imperial
NO
CUP required, only allowed in certain
Los Angeles
YES
Manufacturing zones

Orange
Riverside
San Bernardino

NO
NO
NO

Santa Clara
City
Fontana

NO
YES

Requires Relocation
Agreement

Hesperia

YES

Los Angeles

NO

Billboards or digital
advertising displays may
only be constructed,
relocated, or upgraded upon
the approval of a relocation
agreement and site plan
review by the city council
Existing digital billboards
were allowed per a
Settlement Agreement in
2006. Not allowed under
current ordinances.

San Bernardino

YES

Vallejo

YES

Victorville

YES

State
Arizona

YES

Have allowed some with a
Variance

No new signs, conversion
only. Conversion requires
execution of an agreement
between the applicant and
the city

Requires removal of 6 billboards (or 3 double
sided) structures to allow replacement of 1
digital billboard
New billboards are prohibited, and the
erection, alteration, construction,
replacement, use, installation or conversion
of any billboard within the city is prohibited.

Conditional Use Permit required, Subject to
Outdoor Advertising Act
Use Permit application and requirement to
remove at least four existing legal conforming
and/or legal nonconforming off-site sign
structures regardless of the number of
existing sign faces on the structures, in
exchange for approval to construct one new
off-site digital/electronic sign structure with
a maximum of two sign faces
To convert an existing billboard to digital
requires removal of 3 existing legal
nonconforming billboards (Site Plan
approved by ZA). To relocate and convert a
billboard to digital, requires removal of 2
legal nonconforming billboards and a
relocation agreement (approved by PC and
City Council)
Digital billboards within a 75 mile radius of
specified observatories must conform to
specified levels of brightness from sunset to
11pm and must be extinguished from 11pm
until sunrise. Exceptions only for amber
alerts and other gov’t emergencies.
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Staff has concluded that a majority of surrounding counties in Southern California do not
allow traditional billboards to be converted to digital technology. There are numerous
smaller jurisdictions which do allow digital billboards within their cities. Some
jurisdictions that did not have restrictions are now adopting ordinances to prevent
additional billboards from converting to digital technology. The jurisdictions that do allow
digital billboard conversions require removal of anywhere from 2 to 6 existing traditional
billboards to allow one digital billboard.
Although there are benefits to having the digital billboards, such as alerting travelers to
emergencies or providing notification of Amber Alerts, these benefits may not outweigh the
impacts to local communities.

IV.

Community and Industry Outreach

Staff met with representatives from the 3 major billboard companies and with
representatives from numerous Community Planning/Sponsor Groups to explore the use of
digital LED billboards as follows:
Industry representatives - October 19, 2012
CPG/CSG representatives - November 14 & 16, 2012
Industry representatives - December 19, 2012
Joint meeting - CPG/CSG/Industry representatives - January 24, 2013

Industry
During the first meeting with industry representatives, staff reviewed the direction given
by the Board of Supervisors and explained the existing County regulations pertaining to
billboards. Industry representatives provided information regarding digital technology
and the conversion of traditional billboards to digital billboards in other jurisdictions.
They explained the benefits of digital billboards.
Benefits can include:
 Rehabilitation of older billboards,
 Potential reduction in number of existing nonconforming billboards (existing
billboards can remain indefinitely)
 Community alerts and public safety announcements including coordination with
County Emergency Services to provide timely updates
 Automatic control of light levels based on ambient light
 No animation is allowed pursuant to federal and state controls
Staff also requested that the representatives provide information regarding the location of
their existing billboards within the unincorporated county.
At the second meeting with industry representatives, staff provided an overview of
progress made and provided a summary of the concerns raised by the Community
Planning/Sponsor Group representatives. Staff presented the draft options for amending
the ordinance and discussion resulted in revisions to some of the proposals.
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Community Planning/Sponsor Groups
Staff held meetings with representatives from seven of the County’s Community
Planning/Sponsor Groups to discuss the idea of amending County ordinances and codes to
allow digital billboards. Staff explained the Board of Supervisors direction, the existing
state and County regulations applicable to billboards and provided the information from
industry regarding digital billboards. None of the communities present felt that digital
billboards would be in keeping with their community character and felt that the increase in
light would be detrimental to the rural character. There were many concerns raised
regarding safety and potential distraction to motorists along the highways. In addition,
questions were raised regarding the unfair advantage of billboard companies over local
businesses which are not allowed to have digital signs for their businesses. Although there
were not representatives from all CPG/CSG available for the meeting, staff has been in
communication with additional groups to keep them informed of this project and obtain
feedback. See Table 2 for a summary of the CPG/CSG input.
It should be noted that the existing Zoning Ordinance provisions prohibit billboards on
properties with Community Design Review Area Regulations and areas with Scenic Area or
Historic/Archaeological Landmark and District area designations. Although the various
Community Design Guidelines do not address Off-Premise Signs specifically (since
billboards are not allowed in these areas), the provisions relating to On-Premise Signs
allow illumination only by light projected on the sign; internally illuminated signs are not
permitted. If the existing ordinance and codes are amended to allow digital billboards in
these areas, the Design Review Guidelines for the various communities may need to be
updated as well as the Scenic Area regulations, to address these Off-Premise Signs. The
Scenic Preservation Guidelines for the I-15 Corridor Design Review Board specifically
prohibit off-premise signs except for Temporary Real Estate Development signs,
Community Identification Signs and directional signs. Any amendment to the Zoning
Ordinance to allow digital billboards should not conflict with adopted Community Plans or
Community Design Review Guidelines.
Table 2:
Group
Alpine
Bonsall

Boulevard
Fallbrook

Are existing
billboards located in
their community?
YES
YES

YES
YES
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Community position re: digital
billboards
No comments received
Oppose in their community. Digital
billboards conflict with goals and
policies in Bonsall Community Plan
and Design Review Guidelines and
with the dark sky policy
No comments received
Dec 17, 2012: Voted to oppose digital
billboards
Jan 21, 2013: Digital billboards would
be contrary to community character,

Jacumba
Julian
Lakeside
Pala-Pauma

YES
YES
YES
(UNKNOWN)

Ramona

YES

Rainbow

YES

San Dieguito
Spring Valley

YES
YES

Valle de Oro

YES

Valley Center

YES

concerns regarding public safety and
may be detrimental to local
businesses.
No comments received
Dec. 10, 2012: Voted to oppose digital
billboards
No comments received
Dec. 22, 2012: Supportive of
proposed options
Jan. 10, 2013: Voted 9-5-0-0-1 to
support Option 6 (Specific Locations)
with removal of 3 traditional billboard
to allow conversion of 1 digital
billboard
Oppose amending the ordinance to
allow digital billboards
No comments received
Jan 8, 2013: Comments provided on
all proposed options. Added that the
ordinance should include ability of
local planning group to give input to
the County on appropriateness of a
billboard within their Planning/
Sponsor area
Jan 15, 2013: Voted 10-0 to oppose
any change to the County’s Sign
Ordinances that would allow the
introduction of digital billboards.
Valle de Oro Community Plan Policy
prohibits development of new
billboards or the modification of
existing billboards.
Jan 14, 2013: Voted 14-0-0 to oppose
digital billboards in Valley Center.
They do not support the proposed
options and feel that allowing these
billboards would conflict with Dark
Skies Ordinance, the Community Plan
and Design Guidelines.

The International Dark Sky Association has also expressed concerns regarding the light
pollution created by digital billboards and its potential adverse effects on the local
observatories.
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A joint meeting was held between representatives from Community Planning/Sponsor
Groups, the billboard industry and County staff. At this meeting staff provided an overview
of the progress made on the project and discussed the direction of the report to the Board
of Supervisors. Community Planning Group representatives asked questions regarding
digital billboard technology and the options proposed for ordinance amendments. A
billboard industry representative showed a video of an actual digital billboard with time
lapse to show the billboard operation during the day and evening. The video also
demonstrated the change in copy at an 8 second interval. There was also discussion
regarding lighting technology and coordination of emergency messages with the County
Office of Emergency Services.
Comment letters and emails were received from various Community Planning Groups and
from other organizations and individuals. Copies are attached at the end of this report.

V.

Changes to Codes and Regulations

Safety & Operations
The safety of travelers along the highways and public roads must be considered as part of
any amendment to ordinances or codes related to billboards and other signs. Driver
distraction by advertising displays which may have changeable electronic messages would
need to be considered and restrictions included ensuring that information is presented
safely and effectively.
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) regulates the placement of outdoor
advertising displays (including billboards) which are visible from California Highways.
Permits from Caltrans are required and these billboards must conform to the California
Business and Professions Code (Outdoor Advertising Act) Section 5200 et seq. and Section
21466.5 of the Vehicle Code. These codes contain regulations for all billboards and specific
regulations pertaining to “changeable electronic messages” (digital signs) regarding
allowed location, proximity to other billboards (digital and traditional), frequency of
message changes, illumination and prohibition of animation.
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/oda/download/ODA_Act_&_Regulations.pdf

In addition, the state code specifies that a governing body of any city, county, or city and
county may enact ordinances, including, but not limited to, land use or zoning ordinances,
imposing restrictions on advertising displays adjacent to any street, road, or highway equal
to or greater than those imposed by the code.

County Codes and Ordinances
Staff has reviewed existing County ordinances and codes and determined that the following
sections would need amending, as noted:
1. Zoning Ordinance:
Sec. 1110, Definitions
 Amend definitions as needed for existing sign types
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Add new definitions for digital off-premise signs and other definitions as needed

Sec. 5000, Special Area Regulations
 Section 5200, Scenic Area Regulations- Section 5210.g prohibits off-site signs in
areas subject to the Scenic Area Regulations


Section 5700, Historic/Archaeological Landmark and District Area RegulationsSection 5730 prohibits off-premise signs in areas subject to the Historic and
Archaeological Landmark and Historic District Area Regulations



Sec. 5750, Community Design Review Area Regulations- Section 5756 states “No
building permit or discretionary approval pursuant to this ordinance shall be
issued, nor shall any person construct or alter a building, structure, or parking
area, nor shall any outdoor commercial or industrial use be established, on land
subject to the Community Design Review Area Regulations until a Site Plan
which conforms to the criteria established pursuant to these regulations has
been submitted and approved in accordance with the Site Plan Review
Procedure commencing at Section 7150”

Site Plan Permits are required for construction of new structures or alteration of
existing structures in these areas.
Sec. 6200 Off-Premise Signs
No change is proposed to the requirement for an Administrative Permit to allow an
off-premise sign.


Permitted Zones- Amendments to the restrictions may be needed. Either allow
in additional Use Regulations or allow off-premise signs on properties that are
subject to Community Design Review Area Regulations, Scenic Area Regulations,
and/or Historic/Archaeological Landmark and District Area Regulations.



Sign Area- “Poster” sized billboards are approximately 288 s.f. (12 ft. by 24 ft.)
and meet the current 300 s.f. size limitation however; larger existing “Bulletin”
billboards are approximately 672 s.f. (14 ft. by 48 ft.). Amendment to this
restriction may be needed to convert existing billboards to digital.



Sign Height- Amendment to the restriction of 25 feet may be needed. Many
existing billboards exceed this height limitation.



Spacing- Amendment needed to address spacing requirements between digital
billboards. State code requires 1,000 foot separation between digital billboards.



Lighting- Amendment would be needed to allow lights (LED’s or other light
source) to be seen beyond a property line and to address intermittent or
variable intensity lighting to accommodate digital LED technology.
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Maintenance of Nonconforming Signs- Substantial amendments to this section
would be needed to allow existing nonconforming billboards to convert digital
billboards. The current ordinance allows normal maintenance or repair which is
limited to only the following:
a.
Advertising changes
b.
Routine cleaning and painting
c.
Replacement of nuts, bolts, screws or nails
d.
Re-leveling or plumbing the structure without the addition of guys or
struts for stabilization.
Any changes such as extensions, enlargements, replacements or the
rebuilding of a nonconforming sign is prohibited.
Industry representatives have indicated that conversion would require the
installation of a new sign structure and possibly new support structure and/or
footings. In addition, sign areas may increase depending on the size of the
existing billboard at a location. Staff believes that a majority of existing
billboards appear to be nonconforming, therefore amending this section would
result significant change to the existing limited maintenance allowed for
billboards.

2. County Code: Title 5, Division 1, Chapter 2- Light Pollution
 Zone A- Amendment may be needed to address digital billboards in Zone A (add
a prohibition of digital billboards in these areas) and to address measurement of
LED lighting which differs from the measurements of other types of lighting in
Zone B.


Hours of Operation- Amendment would be needed if digital billboards would be
allowed to advertise between midnight and sunrise.

3. General Plan Amendment, Community Plans and Community Design Review Guidelines:
Community Plans are a part of the County of San Diego General Plan. Any amendments
to these documents would require a General Plan Amendment (GPA) to be processed.


Community Plans- Many of the adopted Community Plans contain policies which
prohibit or discourage off-premise signs. Other Community Plans require
comprehensive sign control or require signs to compliment the community
character. These Community Plan documents may need to be amended in order
to allow off-premise signs in many communities.



Community Design Review Guidelines- The adopted Design Review Guidelines
for Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, I-15 Corridor, Julian, Lakeside, Ramona, Spring
Valley and Valley Center do not address Off-Premise Signs (current code
prohibits these signs in areas subject to Design Review Regulations). Amending
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the Zoning Ordinance to allow off-premise signs in these areas would require
amendments to all of the Design Review documents.
It is anticipated that Community Planning/Sponsor Groups, billboard industry
representatives as well as other interested groups and members of the public would play a
critical role in crafting any code and ordinance amendments to allow the digital LED
billboards.

Environmental Considerations
Implementing changes to the County’s current Off-Premise Sign requirements and Light
Pollution Code to allow digital LED billboards will require the Board to consider Zoning
Ordinance and County Code amendments. These amendments will be discretionary actions
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). It is not clear at this point what
level of review will be required under CEQA. If a future ordinance amendment proposes to
allow digital billboards in zones (or areas subject to Special Area Regulations) where
traditional billboards are not currently allowed, and allows increase in light emissions,
review of potential impacts could require preparation of an Environmental Impact Report.

Technical Review
Staff has reviewed information regarding billboards and digital technology provided by
industry representatives, other jurisdictions and via the internet.
Driver Distraction:
Research and data regarding driver distraction from digital LED billboards is
conflicting. Although there have been numerous studies conducted there seem to be
differing conclusions or dispute over methodology used. Additional review of this issue
may be required if any new studies are found which result in evidence of driver
distraction from digital billboards. However, it should be noted that both the Federal
Highway Administration and Caltrans allow digital billboards along our highways. Any
future ordinance amendment will be in conformance with the federal and state
regulations.
(sources: “The Effects of Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) on Driver
Attention and Distraction: An Update”, Publication No. FHWA-HRT-09-018, February 2009;
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/realestate/cevms.pdf
“Driving Performance and Digital Billboards- Final Report”, Virginia Tech Transportation
Institute, Center for Automotive Safety Research, March 2007;
www.ledadvertisingdisplay.com/index.php/download_file/70/68/
“Final Report, A Critical, Comprehensive Review Of Two Studies Recently Released By The
Outdoor Advertising Association Of America”, Prepared for: Maryland State Highway
Administration Under Project AX137A51, Through and with full concurrence of: Positive Guidance
Applications, Inc. Gerson J. Alexander, President By: Jerry Wachtel, CPE, President The Veridian
Group, Inc., Berkeley, California, Consultant, October 18, 2007
http://sha.md.gov/oots/FINALREPORT10-18-GJA-JW.pdf)

Outdoor Advertising is designed to attract a motorists’ attention to the advertisement.
According to the group Scenic America, a national non-profit organization, a “1980
Federal Highway Administration study found a positive correlation between billboards
18

and accident rates. Moreover, federal and state courts have long cited traffic safety as a
legitimate basis for billboard regulation.” (source: Scenic America
http://www.scenic.org/billboards-a-sign-control/the-truth-about-billboards )
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), has stated “Proposed laws, regulations,
and procedures that would allow permitting CEVMS (changeable electronic variable
message signs) subject to acceptable criteria … do not violate a prohibition against
‘intermittent’ or ‘flashing’ or ‘moving’ lights as those terms are used in the various FSAs
(federal state agreements) that have been entered into during the 1960s and 1970s.”
Industry practices conform to federal guidance, such as display times and lighting.
FHWA recommends an eight-second display time. Federal guidelines say digital
billboards should “adjust brightness in response to changes in light levels so that the
signs are not unreasonably bright for the safety of the motoring public.” (source: OAAA
http://www.oaaa.org/legislativeandregulatory/digital/aboutdigitalbillboardtechnology.aspx )
It should be noted that on January 23, 2013, Scenic America filed a lawsuit in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia seeking to overturn a controversial Federal
Highway Administration ruling. The ruling reversed the agency’s long-held position
that barred intermittently changing commercial digital billboards. The lawsuit alleges
that FHWA has wrongfully allowed commercial digital billboards to proliferate along
federal highways nationwide. (source: Scenic America
http://www.scenic.org/blog/164-lawsuit-seeks-to-overturn-fhwa-ruling-on-digital-billboards)
Lighting of Digital Billboards:
To control brightness levels on digital billboards, the signs are equipped with light
sensors, which measure the amount of light available in the surrounding environment.
In the brightest sun, the billboard is at its brightest to provide the necessary contrast to
let the billboard be legible. At night, the billboard is much dimmer to adjust to
surrounding light conditions. The billboards use the minimum amount of light
necessary to provide legible copy, a practice which meets federal criteria and the
lighting industry’s standards.
(source: OAAA
http://www.oaaa.org/legislativeandregulatory/digital/aboutdigitalbillboardtechnology.aspx )
Currently, the County’s Light Pollution Code addresses wattage, lumens, and shielding,
and the zoning ordinance addresses foot-candles across property lines. Foot-candles
and lumens are very similar in what they measure, however they do not really address
all the concerns with light pollution.
The LEDs in LED signs are themselves intended to be seen from a distance and not
intended to illuminate something external. The effects of this kind of lighting on light
pollution is very complicated, as is the various terminology used in light measurement.
Information received from the International Dark Sky Association indicates that LED
electronic billboards do not shine directly upwards, instead light is projected sideways
at angles that are above the horizontal. “Research has shown that light emitted in this
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direction produces more light polluting skyglow than light emitted at higher angles, and
that the effects of this low-angle light are visible over a much broader area.” (source:
letter received December 20, 2012, International Dark Sky Association, see
Attachments)
Additional studies that include input from lighting experts would be required to
determine the appropriate method to measure the brightness of digital billboards
above ambient light, shielding requirements, to ensure compliance with the purpose of
the Light Pollution Code in the unincorporated county and to limit distraction to
drivers.
Benefits of Digital Billboard Technology:
In addition to the typical advertising displays, digital billboards can be used by law
enforcement and other public safety officials to reach mass audiences quickly. The
image of a missing person or emergency information can be displayed in minutes.
(source: OAAA
http://www.oaaa.org/legislativeandregulatory/digital/aboutdigitalbillboardtechnology.aspx)
Digital billboards eliminate the paper/vinyl used on traditional billboards, saving fuel
as well as materials and harsh chemicals used on each traditional change out. In
addition, each generation of digital billboards improves power efficiency. For example,
current digital billboards use half of the power of the first digital billboards
manufactured.
(source: www.daktronics.com- a digital billboard manufacturer)

VI.

Options

Amending County codes and ordinances would provide opportunities for billboard owners
to change their existing traditional billboards to digital billboards. Owners would be
required to obtain approval of an Administrative Permit or Site Plan Permit and associated
building permits from Planning & Development Services, as well as an Outdoor Advertising
Display Permit from Caltrans.
The following options reflect an array of approaches for addressing the siting of digital
billboards for Board consideration.

Option 1: Conversion/Removal Ratio (1:3)
Allow one traditional billboard to be converted to a digital LED billboard provided the
billboard owner is required to remove three traditional non-conforming billboards
located in the unincorporated county. The ordinance language would require that
when feasible, the removed billboards be located within the same community plan area
in which the digital billboard is being placed.
Pros:
 Reduction in overall number of billboards in the county
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Removed billboards would be in the same Community Planning Area as the
proposed digital billboard

Cons:
 Disadvantage to smaller sign companies with fewer billboards

Option 2: Conversion/Square Footage
Allow conversion of a traditional billboard to a digital billboard providing that an
equivalent square footage of traditional billboards be removed. For example, if a
billboard operator wishes to construct a 600 square foot digital LED billboard in place
of an existing 200 square foot traditional billboard, the operator would need to remove
multiple billboards totaling 600 square feet.
Pros:
 No increase in the square footage of existing billboards in the county
 Likely reduction in the quantity of billboards because many billboards tend to be
smaller in size than the preferred size of digital billboards
Cons:
 Disadvantage to smaller sign companies with fewer billboards

Option 3: Relocation Agreement
Allow a billboard operator to relocate an existing billboard to a more preferred location
for conversion to a digital LED billboard. This option can be used in conjunction with
Options 1 or 2. For instance, a billboard operator can relocate a billboard and in
exchange for the relocation to a preferred location would remove other existing
billboards at a given ratio. Research has shown that the relocation is typically captured
within a Relocation Agreement that specifies the number of existing billboards that
must be removed, may include a requirement for revenue sharing with the jurisdiction
and/or alleviates the expenditure of public funds for relocation required by public
improvements (condemnation). This option should consider whether the relocated site
is consistent with current County regulations.
Pros:
 Limitation of quantity of future digital billboards
 Limited locations for future digital billboards
 Relocation from less desirable sites
 Reduction in the number of billboards in the county
Cons:
 Disadvantage to smaller sign companies with fewer billboards

Option 4: Relocation to County Owned Properties
Allow billboard operators to relocate only onto County-owned properties. Under this
option billboard operators would need to remove existing billboards in order to
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relocate. This option may present opportunities to generate income on County
properties.
Pros:
 Limitation of quantity of future digital billboards
 Limited locations for future digital billboards
 Relocation from less desirable sites
 Reduction in the number of billboard in the county
 Revenue generation for County
Cons:
 Potential conflict with existing or future uses on County properties

Option 5: Conversion of Conforming Billboards
Allow only the conversion of billboards that are currently in compliance with the
existing zoning ordinance. For instance billboards would need to be within one of the
four identified zones and would need to comply with current billboard size and height
requirements.



“Poster” size billboards (12’4” x 24’6”) conform to existing size limitations in ZO
Some smaller “Bulletin” size billboards (10’ x 30’) conform to existing size
limitations in Zoning Ordinance

Pros:
 Minor changes to Zoning Ordinance, minor amendment to Light Pollution Code
to address brightness of LED billboards
Cons:
 Bulletin sized billboards (14’ x 48’) would not be allowed to convert to digital
 Many existing billboards do not conform to the underlying zoning, or other
criteria and very few billboards would be allowed to convert due to limited
zones/locations where billboards are allowed.

Option 6: Specific Locations
Allow only billboards on specified properties to convert to digital LED billboards.
Under this option staff would work with billboard operators and community groups to
indentify the billboards to convert. The specific digital billboard location would be
incorporated into the zoning ordinance text.
Pros:
 Certainty of location and quantity of digital billboards
Cons:
 Future Zoning Ordinance amendments would be required if additional digital
billboards were
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Specifications for All Proposed Options
With all the options specified above, the ordinance/code amendments would also include:











Continued requirement for Administrative Permit for all digital billboards
Prohibition of animation – digital copy would have to remain static
No increase to number of existing billboards
Provisions for public/community benefit messaging, including coordination with
Office of Emergency Services (OES)
Caltrans permit requirement – when applicable
Restriction of digital copy change to 8 seconds
Addressing lighting time limitations and maximum permitted light emissions
Allow conversion of traditional billboards that have existing lighting only
Conformance to adopted Community Plans and Community Design Guidelines
Prohibition of digital billboards located within Zone A of the Light Pollution Code

VII. Costs and Resources
Any action to amend County codes and ordinances to address the conversion of traditional
billboards to digital LED billboards is not currently budgeted. Use of a Negative
Declaration to assess the environmental impacts associated with ordinance changes may
be used however there are risks associated with this approach since substantial comments
regarding lighting, aesthetics and community character impacts may arise during the
environmental review process. Consequently, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will
likely be required for changes to the signage portion of the Zoning Ordinance and Light
Pollution Code because the proposed options would potentially result in additional
billboard locations not currently permitted under existing zoning and increase in the light
emitted from digital billboards as compared to existing traditional billboards. In these
circumstances, new impacts associated with these locations and increase in lighting would
need to be identified and, where possible, mitigated. Cost for preparation of an EIR and
staff time for the ordinance amendment would be approximately $600,000. This figure
includes approximately $400,000 for the EIR consultant to prepare an EIR and $200,000
for staff work for community and stakeholder outreach, environmental consultant contract
management, preparation of public review documents, revisions to Community Plans and
Community Design Review Guidelines, ordinance amendments and hearing preparation.
Based on the experience of processing other ordinance amendments with associated EIRs,
staff estimates a processing time of 18 to 24 months from the time that direction is
provided by the Board until consideration of the amended ordinance by the Board.
Due to benefits this action would have for billboard operators, the Board may want to
consider industry as a possible funding source for this project. However, the County
cannot require the billboard industry to fund a County initiated proposal to amend the
billboard ordinance. Any industry funding would need to be voluntary. If the Board
decides to consider industry as a possible funding source for the work, staff would need to
discuss the proposal with industry representatives and seek a voluntary funding
agreement. Any industry funding would not assure the approval of ordinance amendments
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authorizing digital billboards, or any particular outcome, as this would be at the discretion
of the Board.

VIII. Summary
In summary, staff has researched information regarding digital billboards from industry
representatives, other jurisdictions and via the internet. Pursuant to Board direction
outreach to the Community Planning/Sponsor Groups, the billboard industry and other
interested parties was conducted. This effort has resulted in the development of the six
options for ordinance amendments provided for the Board of Supervisors consideration.

Attachments
Copies of comment letters and emails received from Community Planning/Sponsor Groups
and other interested parties are attached.
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